AUTOMATED
PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS

AUTOMATED PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
THAT START WITH YOU.
A more efficient packaging line offers an array of bottom-line benefits to
any business. Automated packaging solutions are key to more efficient and cost-effective
operations that deliver superior uptime on the floor and more reliable, sustainable packaging.
Our team brings experience and specific expertise to automated packaging solutions, delivering:

Productivity

Consistency

Sustainability

Better machinery and
systems can result in up
to 40% more throughput.

By reducing human
error, we can help you
improve shipping quality
and product integrity
while reducing cost
per product.

We deliver better ways
to reduce overall waste
and drive savings that
come from more efficient
resource use.

WWW.NA.COM/PACKAGING-SOLUTIONS

Innovation
Our experts help you
work smarter with
today’s leading-edge
technology and product
solutions.

AUTOMATED
PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS

BRINGING EXPERIENCE + COLLABORATION
TO EVERY PACKAGING LINE.
Our proprietary, consultative approach provides a clear roadmap to optimize automation in
packaging operations. It’s a collaborative process tailored to your specific business requirements.

Reduce
Materials

Simplify
Sourcing

Maximize
Efficiency

Streamline
Operations

Increase
ROI

DELIVERING THE PERFORMANCE EDGE.

Packaging
Systems

Equipment
Installation

Startup +
Training

Repair, Service,
Retrofit

Including automatic and
semiautomatic stretch
wrappers, shrink
wrappers, case erectors
and sealers, labelers,
inkjet coders, and
conveyor systems.

Our certified
technicians provide
seamless installation
and machine
optimization.

Complete services
ensure your team is
ready to work from
day one.

We stand by you
with the parts and
maintenance expertise
that ensure smooth
operation and total
continuity.

PARTNERING WITH THE BEST.
At North American, we partner with the industry’s most
innovative and well-respected equipment providers.

Contact North American today to learn about automated packaging solutions for
peak productivity. Call 800-508-5830 or email Automation@NA.com.

North American is part of Envoy Solutions, a diversified distribution company providing
facility supplies, packaging solutions, foodservice disposables, and specialty products.
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Regardless of your industry, we help you excel across all packaging
operations as a trusted partner offering the key services including:

